
Emcom Creates the highest quality end-to-end communications 
systems and components for use in public spaces

Emcom’s emergency communications systems provide solutions accessible, scalable, 
and hardened for use in extreme conditions, and critical situations.

Emcom Systems is the leading manufacturer of 

Emergency Two-way Communications software and 

hardware. With over 30 years of experience, Emcom 

has become the trusted source to large authorities 

and organizations throughout the world.



What does Emcom do?

Manufactures Hardware:
- IP Emergency Blue Light phones and towers
- Area of refuge and elevator Call Boxes
Provides and Services Software Systems:
- Emergency Headend call management for large and small 

applications
- Area of Refuge call systems
- Also can provide Custom Applications



Why Blue Light Phones?

In a time of crisis, Emcom emergency 
phones provide pedestrians direct access 
to a live agent when help is needed

Emcom phones can also be used to 
provide pedestrians with information via 
phone call or mass notification broadcast



Why Blue Light Phones?

The presence of Emcom Blue light phones provide a feeling of safety and security



Emcom Hardware
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Area of Refuge System

Emcom’s IP based AoR Solution provides locations with a simple yet effective Two-way 
communication system. Exceeding Code Compliance, the Emcom Master Station grants 

all the benefits of IP
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Area of Refuge System Components

The A500 Fault Notification Device 
allows for visible and audible fault 

notifications on the local level

The Emcom Master Station allows for call 
routing, automatic fault detection and 

provides a user friendly interface

Emcom’s BL1000 is an ADA 
compliant intercom, designed for 

two-way communications 
applications



EmVista Headend Software

Emcom provides effective Headend call 
management software for applications 
of any size, from 2 phone systems to 
applications with thousands of phones 



WHY EMCOM?
- Quick and easy access to support 

and Emcom engineers

- Direct to Manufacturer
- Made in the USA
- Customizable solutions in a timely manner
- Largely compatible PoE SIP phones (CISCO, 

CUCM, Mitel, RingCentral, Avaya, Genetec, 
etc.)

- Code compliant (ADA, NFPA, 

IBC and more!)

 



When our customers have a problem, Emcom 
thinks outside the Call Box to find the solution

WHY EMCOM?: Innovative Solutions

Problem: Phone Obstruction Solution:
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WHY EMCOM?: Custom Solutions
With easy access to Emcom engineering, we the right choice when you or your 

customers are in need of a custom solution



92 N. Main Street, #18A
Windsor, NJ 08561

www.emcomsys.com
(609) 585-5500  

Brian Rifici - BrianRifici@emcomsys.com - (856) 906-6171
Sean McNamara - sean@emcomsys.com - (732) 456-0497

Thank you so much for getting familiar with Emcom! Now, we’d 
like to get to know you. Please reach out to schedule a call or 
webinar so we can get acquainted and answer any questions 

you may have.  

mailto:BrianRifici@emcomsys.com
mailto:sean@emcomsys.com

